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Consistent text across media
OSLO, Norway
At Norway’s largest trade publication for engineers, no articles are
published without being run through
the Tansa Text Proofing Service. The
editors at Teknisk Ukeblad (TU)
believe this is a cost effective way
to ensure the quality of the content,
independent of where it is published,
says Web Editor Tore Stensvold.

Online publishing focus

TU has been published in the form
of a printed magazine since 1854.
During the last few years, investment
in the online edition has consistently
grown. Six journalists now work fulltime with the Web site www.tu.no.
Stensvold believes that investments
should be made “when times are
good — in order to achieve success in
the future.”
The Escenic content management system and the text proofing solution from Tansa
“Teknisk Ukeblad is primarily a
give TU the tools they need in order to remain Norway’s leading publisher in the field
trade journal for members within
of technology, said Web Editor Tore Stensvold.
engineering and technical organizations,” said Stensvold.
TU distributes about 100,000 printed copies each week, and the traffic at the
magazine’s Web site is growing “fast”, said Stensvold. “The traffic online has
Facts
doubled during the past months. In January, we had 160,000 unique visitors, and
Teknisk Ukeblad is Norway’s most
this is very satisfactory,” he said.
popular technology magazine. The
The market for advertising is also strong for TU — especially recruitment ads for
magazine has a weekly circulation
technical positions, where TU is the market leader in Norway.
of 247,000, and their website has
With such a strong financial picture today, the publisher will continue to invest
in the online edition of the magazine.
more than 650,000 page views
each month. Teknisk Ukeblad and
A new publishing platform
its Web site (TU.no) is owned
The future of the online edition was a key factor when TU decided to purchase
by Teknisk Ukeblad Media AS.
a new editorial system. In 2005, the publisher chose the Escenic Content Studio
More information can be found at
platform for both the print and online publications. Before this they had been using
http://www.tu.no/annonsere/
Escenic only for their online.
“Escenic’s content management system is primarily meant for online production,
but we further developed the system so that we could include all users in our organization,” said Stensvold. “This works well, and our experience is that the system is
adapted to modern journalism where news often is published from anywhere at any
time.”

Correcting mistakes more efficiently
After hearing about the Tansa Text Proofing System, Stensvold learned that it
was not compatible with Escenic’s Java-based client applications. He decided to
... Continued on the next page

“We use Tansa in Microsoft Word and within
the Escenic text editor,” said Stensvold. “The
tool is very easy to use. All of our journalists
use it. Our desk editors also have the ability to
use the tool before articles are published, which
saves us a lot of manual work.”
“Most important is that Tansa ensures
consistency where there are alternative word
forms, and that it corrects spelling mistakes,”
said Stensvold. “Each journalist tends to repeat
the same mistake over and over and now we
correct these mistakes efficiently.”

Multiple media synergy
Stensvold has big plans for Norway’s largest
trade journal in the field of technology. He
believes that, first of all, it is important to avoid
With the Tansa Client for Java and the Escenic Content Studio plug-in, it
double coverage in print and online.
is easy for the journalists at TU to proofread text.
“We want to avoid cannibalism between the
different media,” he said. “We believe that the
From the previous page ...
printed issue and the online publication can live
side by side for many years. There is a synergy to be achieved
contact Tansa Systems and ask them to develop the client
between the two media, both from the editorial side and in
proofing tools needed to work with their new editorial soluregard to ads.”
tion. This resulted in the development of a Java-based Tansa
He believes that many of the online readers are subscribClient and plug-in for the Escenic Content Studio text editor.
ers to the printed trade journal.
Since installing the Tansa solution for TU in Escenic, “the
“Our wish is to have the two media complement each
language is consistent and almost free from orthographic
other,” said Stensvold. “Since technical developments in many
errors,” said Stensvold. This is true for all the publisher’s
important areas are happening fast, we see no reason why we
publications, independent of the published medium.
should not succeed.”

About Tansa Systems
Since 1995, Tansa Systems has delivered enterprise text proofing and hyphenation tools to media companies, large
corporations, nonprofit organizations and government agencies. Tansa has built its reputation by enabling these groups to
reduce the number of spelling and usage errors that appear in their printed documents and improve the overall efficiency of
their content creation process. Today, Tansa has more than 11,000 users in Australia, Europe and North America. For more
information about our products and services, contact us using the information below:
Tansa Systems AS

Tansa Systems, LLC

Østensjøveien 36

9040 Town Center Parkway

N-0667 Oslo

Lakewood Ranch, FL 34202

Norway

USA

Phone:

+47 22 07 16 40

Phone:

(941) 552-7886

Fax:

+47 22 64 91 40

Fax:

(941) 827-9828

E-mail: sales@tansasystems.com
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